A Super Day at Southbrook

GREENTRAC's DAVE OBERLE gave an informative talk about the Internet and e-commerce at the May Meeting.

SHOOTING A PAIR OF 60S AT SOUTHBROOK were champions Dennis Salwei, left, and Clayton Hoyt, who edged the runner up team of Brian Peterson, second from right, and Leroy Wurm, right, in a scorecard playoff to win the Best Ball event.

Quality Soil Surfactants
NEW From Turf Partners

Control of Soil Water Repellency, The Leading Cause of Localized Dry Spot, Throughout the Season

Establish the Consistent Flow of Water Into and Throughout the Rootzone

Relieve Existing Water Related Problems Such As Localized Dry Spots or Wet Spots

Enhance the Infiltration of Water Applied Through Irrigation Systems

Call Your Local Turf Partners Representative For Details